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Make yourself at home

We’ve chosen Bent Van Looy and Martena Duss as the curators for the
exhibition. He’s a musician and visual artist, she’s a creative entrepreneur.
Both share interest in visual art as well as off-track challenges in which they
combine their knowledge and versatile skills. Now they’ve gathered a selection
of young visual artists after having visited art schools and ateliers, or via
contacts in their personal or mutual networks. The result offers a kind of
overview of what’s trending lately in the art world.

Combining forces for the multidisciplinary art festival Always In The Kitchen,
Gouvernement and CAMPO reunite artists and audience in a familiar yet disturbing
setting: an IKEA®-kitchen. For three weeks the space is challenged by curators,
theatre makers and artists. An unusual context emerges and acts as the blank canvas
for the different disciplines, while obtaining multiple layers with every happening.

Van Looy and Duss draw upon the kitchen’s natural, lively energy. It acts
as a central hub embracing everyday life. Instead of the usual objects on
the kitchen counter, sauce stains or shoes on the floor, they put forward a
combination of works which are either already made or specifically created for
cupboards. As the artists challenge and make us revalue that living space in
another way, the exhibition hovers from subtle notes of humour and surrealism
to unexpected momentums and explosiveness.

24.11
03-10.12
14-16.12

Closing party
ONBETAALBAAR in IKEA® Ghent
Jingle Balls with ONBETAALBAAR at CAMPO boma

08-10.11

tickets
campo.nu
location
Gouvernementstraat 7 Ghent
gouvernement.gent
concept: Gouvernement
production: CAMPO &
Gouvernement

theatre
Thursday 08.11 20:00 & 22:00
Friday
09.11 20:00 & 22:00
Saturday 10.11 20:00 & 22:00

Dounia Mahammed &
Gosie Vervloessem
Hof van Eede
Tibaldus
Angelo Tijssens
play: An Miller, Gosie Vervloessem, Dounia Mahammed,
Greg Timmermans, Ans Van den Eede, Patrick Vervueren,
Renée Van Reeth, Rosanne Van Severen
Dounia Mahammed & Gosie Vervloessem, Hof van Eede, Tibaldus and
Angelo Tijssens set the first week on fire. Each one of them has a strong
affinity with language, wordplay and a sense of humour, especially when
it comes down to interpreting this new environment. They separately
create a ‘kitchen scene’ in which they use and adjust the kitchen and
its characteristics, or draw upon recipes for human behaviour, food and
scenes representing mundane life at the heart of the home.
Technique: Anne Meeussen & Philippe Digneffe

illustration: Lukas Verstraete

From off-beat installations and theatrical kitchen scenes to in situ art works and total
sensory experiences, nothing, not even the freezers or stoves, will be spared. So, take
a seat or a look, make yourself at home and get comfortable.

22-23.11

music, video,
performance
Thursday 22.11 21:00
Friday
23.11 21:00

‘Never In The Always (a love story)’

Micha Volders
Jaak De Digitale
Louis van der Waal
voice over: Tine Van den Wyngaert
Providing the last notes for the festival: a spectacle of colour, light,
music, drama, love, sex and murder. On the menu is a total, trippy and
sensory experience with some eye candy as dessert - even Alice in
Wonderland might envy it. Musician Micha Volders, video producer Jaak
De Digitale (Bart Winckers’s alias at night) and Louis van der Waal
are going all in. Having invited Tine Van den Wyngaert as the velvety
voice of the white kitchen, they submerge us in a one-of-kind universe
intersecting amusement parks, biblical references such as the Old
Testament and some Funkadelic.
Technique: Anne Meeussen & Philippe Digneffe

1.

Nel Aerts (BE)

6.

Nel Aerts feels quite at home using different mediums, such as drawing, collages, paintings, installations and
textile. The chequered pattern of a kitchen towel, a recurring motif, generates e.g. tangibility in De nieuwe
lente. The motif offers textures and characterizes the structure of textile. With a limited colour palette and a
good dose of humour, sadness and optimism, her works target the art world and its accompanying seriousness.
Her visual language acts as a disarming tool. The tragical and comic self-portraits with one-eyed, big headed
figures exude a certain honesty.

The furniture and objects of a home take over the role as artists in Digital Breakfast and make electro-acoustic
music together as if they are an orchestra. Stephane Kozik stimulates our imagination in his interactive
installations. As an artist in sound and visual art and as a musician he harmonies together image, sound and
music in an ensemble which can be poetical and sensitive at times, as well as experimental and dynamic; a
work that questions our relationship with the world as we know it.
Digital Breakfast, 2011, various materials, 7 min.
Will be on show every 30 minutes.

De nieuwe lente, 2018, acrylic on wood, 63,50 x 62 cm

2.

Ruben Bellinkx (BE)

7.

The oeuvre of Ruben Bellinkx is difficult to describe as it’s a universe of contradictions, absurdity and internal,
hidden tensions. His works appear straight forward, but are built in an intricate manner and balance between
beauty and alienation, nature and culture, to be tamed and suspicious. In his stifling ‘situations’, living
animals, plants and human beings play an important role. The Musical Chair is no exception: three hounds
are let loose in a room with a defenceless chair which they tear apart. A seemingly cruel world staggering our
certainties.

No title, n.d., projection in loop, approx. 15 min.

8.

Fruit Bowl, 2018, plasticine and Styrofoam, 25 x 12 cm, in situ

9.

Smostafel, 2014, metal, polyurethane, spray paint, epoxy, pigment, fabric, plastic tubes, 120 x 100 x 160 cm,
courtesy of Plus One Gallery

Charline Tyberghein (BE)

Painter and winner of the KoMASK-price 2018, Charline Tyberghein creates ambiguous work. Her images
appear flat but play with depth and deceive us through techniques such as the trompe l’oeuil. Her simplified
objects are reduced to universal symbols and pictograms, but once claimed by Tyberghein they tell a personal
narrative – a parallel language, an enigmatic reading. Sometimes described as “post-internet aesthetics with
patterns of art deco inspired ornaments”, her works strike one more as calm and calculated – which is also
present in Medal of envy pt. II.

Niels Goos (NL)

The multimedia works by Niels Goos contain an absurd, weird and humoristic connotation without much
framing. The border between historical contexts of other artists become vague, intertwine or overlap each
other. Goos acts as the completely neutral and arbitrary indicator, enhancing the work with a new, (un)wanted
connotation and consequently recycling and redefining it. Or in Wannes Misotten’s words: “The best thing you
can do, is to get a beer in the workspace of Niels Goos when you have a day off.”

Medal of envy pt. II, 2018, acrylic paint on MDF, 60 x 60 cm (2) and 40 x 60 cm (1), in situ

10.

Kaaswanhoop, 2018, mixed media, wood and metal, 150 x 180 x 30 cm, Antwerp

5.

Kate Isobel Scott (AUS)

Whether she works with plasticine, animation or illustration, Kate Isobel Scott is patient. Very patient. With
the utmost attention to even the smallest details, she skilfully brings her handmade figures and objects to
life in an eye-catching stop motion movie that oozes her playfulness and creative spectrum. Especially for
the occasion she draws upon shapes and objects in a kitchen. The result? A very unusual fruit bowl with very
unusual, inedible and unappetizing fruit defying our imagination.

Kasper De Vos (BE)

Smostafel literally means a sandwich transformed into a dining table. It reveals the artistic methods of Kasper
De Vos to reassemble elements from his daily environment in a different context, always with a nod to the
absurdity. We immediately sense the social discrepancy. On the one hand there is mass production and food
waste, on the other hand shortage of food and famine. Food plays, as well as folklore, an important role in his
practice and goes far beyond pure consumption.

4.

Kim Noble (UK)

Provocative, humoristic and aimed at the condition humaine. Performance and video artist Kim Noble picks
at notions on gender, religion, death and sexuality and eagerly does so with a comedic, almost ironic use of
tragedy and absurdity. His approach is multidisciplinary and led him to the worlds of theatre, film, TV, art and
comedy.

The Musical Chair, 2007, 16 mm black-and-white film, 13 min., single screen, continuous projection, no sound,
courtesy of the artist and Geukens & De Vil

3.

Stephane Kozik (FR)

Domas van Wijk (NL)

Utensils getting another function and becoming associated with other, non-relatable objects. That’s the
method incorporated by Domas van Wijk in his empirical research, in which he centralizes the uniting force of
and appropriations in relations. As a match maker, cupid or mad scientist he combines elements that shouldn’t
be fuse together in the first place, but once integrated readymade installations are able to give alternative
forms of life – at least, van Wijk hopes so.

Viktor Hachmang (NL)

The graphic world of illustrator and cartoonist Viktor Hachmang is everything but closed off from exotic
influences. It binds together different visual glossaries and bridges time and space. This approach also
becomes his strength: cherishing a genuine interest in the history of the image and gradually synthesizing
those historical references. From sharp, new wave inspired angles and an electric usage of colour to allusions
to the Edo-era of the Japanese woodblock print and the craftmanship of the European cartoon tradition, his
works radiate energy, universality and a contemporary eternity.

Fresh Tea, 2018, kettle, cymbal, IKEA fridge, tea plant

11.

No title, 2018, ink, friction characters, manga-screen tone and Pantone foil on paper, 53 x 42,80 cm

Tom Volkaert (BE)

Coincidence often defines the shape of the works by Tom Volkaert. Be it cracks, malformations or cavities: they
all add value to the work, as if an invisible hand forms the sculptures during the baking process. The recycling
of broken pieces of previous works is something equally coincidental and of value to Volkaert. The speed with
which he produces works not only represents his practice and generation, it also results in an at first sight
careless production of works in a consumer society where the abundance of objects with a short lifespan
prevails.

9.

5.

Mambo Misters, 2018, steel, epoxy, polyester, spray paint, braids, 36 x 36 x 65 cm
Stress Less Care Less, 2018, steel, epoxy, polyester, spray paint, ceramics, 36 x 36 x 65 cm
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